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Abstract
Production environments worldwide transform themselves in order to take the best advantage of the
Industry 4.0 guidelines. Automation, data exchange, cyber-physical systems, the IoT, cloud and
cognitive computing represent a step in the unknown to these companies, associated with high risks
and also the need to restructure their culture. If the execution route is not clearly defined and
understandable to all levels of employees, the renovation is too long. The maturity models can be used
for the assessment of current Industry 4.0 maturity level, but the practical use of scores and assessed
level often requires the involvement of consulting firms. Companies can avoid the involvement of
consulting companies with the use of complementary tools. In this paper, we propose a new
methodology that combines the Industry 4.0 maturity model and discrete-event simulation tools in the
case of steel production company with the possibility of generalization. The combination of these tools
in the first step helps the company to assess its current level of maturity for Industry 4.0, and in the
second step helps to consider about strengths and weaknesses of possible scenarios for transition to a
higher level of maturity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In line with rapidly changing customer demands, ever-intensified market competition,
growing product complexity and demanding legal requirements, there is a high demand on
improved production efficiency, product quality, energy consumption and cost containment
for manufacturing companies [1]. Companies see Industry 4.0 as one of the solutions for their
survival in a modern business environment due to improved productivity and economic gains
[2]. Since the emergence of the idea until today, more and more companies and nations are
joining the movement with different approaches to stay competitive. Industry 4.0 encloses
several technological concepts, such as interoperability among different systems, semantics
between machines, decentralization, cyber-physical systems (CPS), virtualization, automation
and others [3]. A good information system is required to connect different concepts.
Automation of the collection and processing of information is important for process
improvement [4]. Several fields of knowledge can contribute to this end, such as robotics,
materials, information, informatics, manufacturing among other fields, including DiscreteEvent Simulation (DES), which can play a very relevant role [3, 5, 6].
It is obvious that Industry 4.0 covers a very wide application area in the manufacturing
industry and provides a wide range of options for combining different approaches and
technologies. This diversity is, in all likelihood, also an obstacle to the relatively slow
implementation of the idea in practice. On one hand, there is a large awareness of the
importance of digitization and Industry 4.0 but on the other hand, the activities of the
enterprises to prepare for it are not very extensive yet [7]. Veza et al. [8] found out that not
using different production principles could present one of the main obstacles to Industry 4.0
https://doi.org/10.2507/IJSIMM18(3)489
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development. Production companies are indeed willing to face digitization/Industry 4.0, but
risks/obstacles reduce their readiness or slow down the process [7]. Many have a vision of
Industry 4.0 output, but no idea about its implementation since only pilots are built in practice
[9]. Due to the complexity and uniqueness of individual modern system, copying or
transferring solution from one plant to another is hardly applicable. In order to facilitate the
transition, consulting firms have developed Industry 4.0 maturity models, which companies
rarely know and are even more rarely used. Different maturity models are developed to
describe evolution stages and maturation paths to the desired end states, in case of Industry
4.0 that would be smart factory. From the definition of the maturity model, we can conclude
that it could be an appropriate guiding tool on the path to Industry 4.0. Its use gives
information about current Industry 4.0 maturity but rarely precise guidelines on how to
achieve a higher level of maturity. At this point, the use of a tool for testing different
combinations of technological solutions, decision algorithms, organizational arrangements,
layouts and other potential elements of the production system is required.
The problem that companies are dealing with is how to tackle the transition to Industry
4.0. The paper contributes directly to this gap and offers a new proposal of combining
Industry 4.0 maturity model and discrete-event simulation tested on the case of a steel
production company. However, the proposed methodology can be applied to any other
production environment.
This paper consists of six sections. The first section presents the starting point and
problem of the paper. This is followed by a theoretical background with an overview of the
research findings of Industry 4.0 and simulation in production systems. The third section
presents the methodology and general assumptions. The fourth section presents the results of
Industry 4.0 maturity assessment and simulation. This section is followed by discussion of
maturity assessment and simulation results. The paper concludes with a presentation of key
findings.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 (Industry 4.0, I40) is a national strategic initiative, launched in 2011 from the
German government through the Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and the
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWI) [10]. It aims to drive digital
manufacturing forward by increasing digitisation and the interconnection of products, value
chains, and business models. It also aims to support research, the networking of industry
partners and standardisation. According to [11], Industry 4.0 aims for optimisation of value
chains by implementing autonomously controlled and dynamic production. Enablers are the
availability of real-time information and networked systems [12] that require a higher degree
of automation. Instruments to reach this increased automation are CPS equipped with
microcontroller, actuators, sensors and a communication interface. CPS can work
autonomously and interact with the production environment; in parallel, a factory becomes
“smart” [12]. The department of Innovative Factory Systems (IFS) at the German Research
Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) identified four enablers for the Smart Factory,
named Smart Products, Smart Machines, Smart Planner, and Smart Operators [12]. Smart
Products know their production process and negotiate it with Smart Machines. The Smart
Planner optimises processes in nearly real time. In this environment, humans take a central
position. Supported by innovative ICT, they become Smart Operators who supervise and
control ongoing activities. Industry 4.0 describes the increasing digitisation and automation of
the manufacturing environment, as well as the creation of digital value chains to enable
communication between products, their environment, and business partners [13]. Industry 4.0
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requires the introduction of modern manufacturing technologies, but Prester et al. [14] have
found that investments into advanced manufacturing technologies do not have a positive
effect on profits, but maybe brings benefits in time.
2.2 Industry 4.0 maturity model
Industry 4.0 maturity model is based on the assumption of predictable patterns of evolution
and change. According to [15], it includes a sequence of levels that together form a logical
path from an initial state to maturity and can be used in three application-specific purposes;
these are descriptive, prescriptive and comparative. A maturity model serves a descriptive
purpose of use if it is applied for assessments of system’s current state where the current
capabilities of the entity under investigation are assessed with respect to given criteria [16]. It
serves a prescriptive purpose of use if it indicates how to identify desirable maturity levels
and provides guidelines on improvement measures [16]. Comparative purpose of use is
achieved if it allows for internal or external benchmarking [15].
2.3 Simulation and production systems
Rodič [17] emphasizes the influence of Industry 4.0 on the development of the new
simulation methods, which are important for increasing competitiveness. Different simulation
methods and simulation software [18] were used in manufacturing systems. Gingu et al. [19]
used decomposition methods for flow modelling in production systems. They found out, that
proposed method helps production companies to synchronize the production with the market
demand. Constant market changes require the economic efficiency of companies. Simulation
helps to improve material flow in production companies in terms of economic efficiency and
time savings [20]. Production time is important to be competitive, so companies need to look
for time savings in production. Grguraš and Kramar [21] applied fused deposition modelling
to achieve shorter production time when they using bigger nozzle size instead of standard
nozzle size.
For improvement of material flow, Kampa et al. [22] used discrete event simulation to
improve manufacturing system. They found positive economic effects of using discrete event
simulation on the production system. Discrete event simulation can be also supported by
genetic algorithm optimization tool for determining the order and size of the product
batches [23] and for improvement of performance indicators [24].
2.4 Conclusion from the literature review
The Scientific Community is attempting to define Industry 4.0 and maturity model. The
simulations in regard to Industry 4.0 are always used for an exact, specific problem in an
industrial environment. The problem is that companies do not know how to tackle the
transition to Industry 4.0. In this paper, we developed a methodology that suggests logical
steps from assessed current state to the next level on the Industry 4.0 maturity scale.
The contribution of this paper is to show to the research community how the simulation
supports the company towards the implementation of the Industry 4.0 solutions (maturity
index). In other words, how simulation supports managers in understanding the level of
automation and robotization, which can be applied in their production process.

3. METHODOLOGY AND GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS
A case study was carried out in a steel plant company, which produces a vast variety of
different steel bars by changing the shape and dimensions of a steel profile, increasing or
decreasing the length of steel bars, and by altering the chemical compound of the steel.
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The study was organized in two steps. In the first step, company's current Industry 4.0 and
digitalisation maturity were defined by using two maturity models, one for Industry 4.0
maturity assessment and one for digitalisation maturity assessment. Evaluation process
pointed on company’s weakest area with lowest ratings of maturity. The process defined
starting point from which company had an insight into the next level of maturity or the target
state that they can achieve by renewal. The transition from a lower to a higher degree of
maturity can be carried out with different technologies, organizational approaches, decision
algorithms, etc. This reflection was already part of the second step of our study.
In the second step, it was necessary to determine less developed area with what
improvements the degree of automation and digitization can be increased. Logistics
operations between production and warehouse were recognized as one opportunity for
advancing the automation level and secondly also the IT support. At current state production
and warehouse act as information islands. The current internal transport of finished goods
from production to the warehouse is manual and unpredictable. Full or partial automation of
this process is analysed by redefining the process by using automated transport. The
feasibility of introducing and changing the process is tested with simulation.
3.1 Challenge identification for shifting to a higher degree of Industry 4.0 maturity
Literature review was used to learn about the methodology of assessment by using two
different maturity models, namely the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index [25] and the Digital
Maturity Model 4.0 [26]. Results are presented in [9, 27], and the characteristics of the
workplace according to the guidelines of the Industry 4.0. The theoretical background about
maturity models was set from scientific papers found in Google scholars, Web of Science and
Elsevier.
The Industry 4.0 Maturity Index approach is based on the succession of maturity stages,
i.e. value-based development levels that help companies navigate their way through every
stage in the transformation, from the basic requirements for Industry 4.0 to full
implementation. This model was used to assess company’s 4.0 maturity level.
The second maturity model, the Digital Maturity Model 4.0, was prepared as a reserve
scenario. It would be used, if the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index would classify observed
company in stage one (computerisation) or stage 2 (connectivity). That would mean that
company should start with improvements in digitalisation and automation. With use of second
maturity model for digitalisation, we would assess digitalisation maturity, which would give
us a better insight into the necessary improvements. If the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index would
classify observed company in stage three (visibility) or stage four (transparency) or stage 5
(predictive capacity) or stage 6 (adaptability) no further evaluation would be necessary.
The Digital Maturity Model 4.0 is a self-assessment tool in a form of a questionnaire,
which consists of 28 statements, 7 in each dimension. Respondents marked on a 4-point scale
how much do they agree with each of the statements (0 – completely disagree, 1 – somewhat
disagree, 2 – somewhat agree, 3 – completely agree). The sum of points places assessed
company in one of four classes: a sceptic, adopter, collaborator, or differentiator.
In parallel, with the help of Business Process Modelling, we recorded the AS-IS process
state and critically evaluated it. With the help of employees, we defined the main phases of
the business process, which add value to the client. A guided tour was organized along
workplaces on the value chain from the customer order to the dispatch from the factory. Data
about the process and its resources was gathered with partially structured interviews with
employees. In the critical evaluation of the AS-IS state, we analysed each individual activity
within the process. We were interested in whether the activity is routine/repetitive,
ergonomically unacceptable, unnecessary, without added value, it represents a loss in terms of
lean paradigm, technologically upgradable from manual to machine, using paper documents.
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Based on the results from maturity assessment and critical analysis of AS-IS state, we
proposed area with higher potential for improvements as input for the second research step.
3.2 Solving the challenge by using DES
A case study was carried out in a steel plant company. The main competitive advantage of the
company is its flexibility. They can fulfil an order in approximate one-month time. To realize
this high flexibility, the logistics operations need to ensure fast material flow through
production. Their production predominantly produces circular (rolled round) and rectangular
(flat) profile shape of steel bars. Furthermore, they can alternate the alloy elements,
dimensions and length of the bars and profiles to achieve a vast assortment of different end
products. At the end of the production, the steel bars are strapped together into a set of steel
bars (SSB), which represent a basic storage keeping unit. The area restriction demands that
the production line for each profile shape type is separated. The rectangular shape profile
production line continues towards the product warehouse (Fig. 1 – B), though the circular
shape profile is orientated in the opposite direction away from the product warehouse (Fig. 1
– A). The transportation of the SSBs from the end of the production to the product warehouse
is a crucial logistic step. While the rectangular profile shape SSBs are exclusively transported
with an overhead crane over a short distance, the transportation of circular shape SSBs
characterizes a bottleneck in the production. The transportation of circular SSBs is currently
accomplished with a combination of overhead (industrial) cranes and tractors with small load
capacity.

Figure 1: Layout of the steel plant company.

The company therefore plans to invest into automated heavy load vehicle for the
transportation of the circular shape SSBs. In the future state, the circular SSB ought to be
placed into special steel cassettes with an overhead crane at the end of the production. Full
cassettes are then transported one by one to the cassette buffer near the product warehouse.
From the cassette buffer, the circular shape SSBs must be further moved from the cassettes to
the product warehouse with an overhead crane. The overhead crane role in the future state
will be to systematically empty both the circular SSBs and the rectangular SSBs from the
buffers, based upon real time material flow information. The discrete event simulation will
evaluate the maximum performance of the production with an automated heavy load vehicle
performing the main transportation of the circular SSBs.
Discrete-event simulation has been used to predict the behaviour of the proposed solution.
The model considers the following components:
 QC – buffer for steel cassettes at the end for the circular SSB production,
 QW – buffer for steel cassettes at the product warehouse,
 QR – buffer for rectangular SSBs at the product warehouse,
 C – steel cassette for circular SSBs,
 Heavy load vehicle – transportation of steel cassettes for circular SSBs between QC and QW,
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 Overhead crane – used for unloading SSBs from the steel cassettes at QB as well as
rectangular SSBs in QR to the product warehouse.
Due to spatial restrictions, the buffer capacities for steel cassettes are limited to CC = 10
pieces at QC and CW = 3 pieces at QW, while buffer QR does not requires a limited capacity.
Fully loaded Steel cassettes have a maximum capacity of 50 tons and are only transported
when fully loaded. Initially, 10 empty cassettes are stored at QC.
While the production output of rectangular SSBs is conveniently located near the product
warehouse, the transport of circular SSBs requires additional operations that include loading
and unloading steel cassettes and transport between both buffers.
The finished production of both SSB types represent the simulation inputs that directly fill
the buffers at QC and QR with hourly arrival intensity rates of λC and λR.

Figure 2: DES model.

The simulation model as depicted in Figure 2 is performed as follows:
 Once the SSB quantity at QC exceeds the capacity of 50 tons a steel cassette is filled with
circular SSBs and becomes available for transport with a heavy load vehicle to QW.
 The heavy load vehicle loads the full cassette and travels to QW.
 If the overhead crane is available, the steel cassette is unloaded directly and the vehicle
returns to QC otherwise the vehicle can either wait for the overhead crane to finish its
current task or unload the cassette at QW and return empty to retrieve a new full cassette, if
available.
 The overhead crane alternates between unloading SSBs from steel cassettes from QW or the
vehicle, or from QC by prioritizing rectangular SSBs as long as the number of steel
cassettes and QW does not exceed 1, in which case the priorities swap.
In the initial phase of the discrete-event simulation, the events generated, starting by
filling buffers at QC and QR at time 0 with a normally distributed random quantity of λCi and
λRi for each hour i as given in Table I. Each event is assigned its source, which is in this case
both buffers, time, and generated quantity. All events are inserted into list E, which is then
sorted by time. The simulation is then performed by running through each event in the list and
recalculating the values at queues and starting actions for heavy load vehicle and the overhead
crane.
The first check is triggered by available material at each of the buffers. In case of the
SSBs available at QC it is loaded into a steel cassette with available capacity. The overhead
crane operation time TC depends on the quantity of the available material and steel cassette
capacity. The next event time is then calculated by:
Enext = time + normal (TC, SC)
(1)
In Eq. (1) normal presents a Gaussian randomly generated the average value of TC and
standard deviation SC. The new event is assigned the steel cassette as the source and inserted
into the event list into the correct slot to keep the list sorted by time, which happens after each
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generated new event. When this event is processed the next time, the quantity of SSB is
reduced by 50 and one empty steel cassette is reassigned as full.
The next check is handling the cassette status. If any full or nearly full steel cassette is
available at QC, the next event is calculated by:
Enext = time + normal (Tl, Sl) + normal (Tt, St)
(2)
which corresponds with loading the cassette onto the heavy load vehicle with time Tl and
transporting to the buffer Qw, which takes Tt. At this buffer different options are possible. If
the overhead crane is not occupied by other tasks, the unloading of the steel cassette begins
immediately, prompting the next event the returning of the heavy load vehicle to QC,
unloading the cassette to the buffer and returning to retrieve the new one, or waiting for the
overhead crane to become available, with the times for each option being calculated as
follows:
Enext = time + normal (TC, SC) + normal (Tt, St)
(3)
Enext = time + normal (Tl, Sl) + normal (Tt, St)
(4)
Enext = time + tw + normal (Tt, St)
(5)
where tw presents the maximal waiting time. In the case, the complete waiting time elapses,
the heavy load vehicle returns to QC as given in Eq. (5), otherwise Eq. (3) is calculated at the
next event.
The events for the overhead crane are based on the position of the heavy load vehicle and
status of its loaded steel cassette, full cassettes at QW and SSB quantity at QR. Either of those
trigger the event for unloading cassettes, that either unload cassettes at the vehicle or the QW,
or subtracts the equivalent amount of SSBs at QR. In the first case, the status of the cassettes
are set as empty, which allows the heavy load vehicle to either transport back to QC or load an
empty cassette and then transport it. These options are calculated again as in Eq. (3) or as
follows:
Enext = time + normal (TC, SC) + normal (Tl, Sl) + normal (Tt, St)
(6)
While the events describe here focus primarily on the heavy load vehicle, more precisely
its position and status of its steel cassette (if loaded), each start of unloading also triggers the
status of the overhead crane, which is either available or busy. The busy status of the
overhead crane is set each time an event triggers emptying, while it is reset to available
automatically after normal (TC, SC) each time.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Industry 4.0 maturity assessment
The Industry 4.0 Maturity Index classified observed company in stage one (computerisation)
[18]. The company is in a phase, which has to prepare the basis for digitalisation. Different
information technologies are used in isolation from each other within the company.
Sales and production planning are using the same information system and are well
supported. Warehouses and production lack of information system support. There is a great
opportunity for automation and IT support to decide on product movements between the
production and the warehouse.
The Digital Maturity Model 4.0 classified observed company between sceptics [19].
Sceptics are technology-sluggish firms that have limited experience innovating or applying an
outside-in approach to strategic planning. Again, the most obvious gap is observed in
production and warehouses. Communication between them is mostly oral, there is no
visibility of products, work in progress, workers, transportation means in an information
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system. Work is based on searching for almost everything what is needed for completion of
work. Employees work based on their experience and habits.
4.2 DES results
Two scenarios are compared in order to analyse the transport alternatives between the
production of circular SSBs and the warehouse. In the current solution the SSBs are
transported by using tractors to the product warehouse (marked in Table II), and the tractor
operator is also used for the operation of the overhead crane. Meanwhile, in the second
scenario, the heavy load vehicle works as an automated vehicle and is independent on the
overhead crane operation. Both alternatives were tested on the average arrival intensity at the
input buffers for circular and rectangular SSBs. The average SSB arrival intensity based on
historic production data is presented in Table I, which represents the expected load of the
system.
Table I: Hourly arrival rates of SSBs.
Hour
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Circular (λC)
Avg.
Std. dev.
(103 kg)
(103 kg)
11.91
10.85
14.69
12.27
14.60
12.36
14.75
10.87
14.10
9.51
13.78
10.61
12.51
10.11
11.94
7.85
13.02
8.37
13.23
10.68
13.87
8.28
13.52
9.51
13.88
9.09
14.00
12.10
16.66
14.16
9.80
12.21
11.48
12.84
13.14
11.41
13.21
12.41
13.72
10.54
13.90
13.07
13.46
14.73
10.13
15.01
10.53
3.63

Rectangular (λR)
Avg.
Std. dev.
(103 kg)
(103 kg)
12.44
7.92
9.69
8.40
10.45
7.65
10.07
7.57
10.49
8.34
10.45
9.93
15.24
6.55
18.45
8.49
16.88
10.28
17.07
9.95
15.36
8.92
14.91
7.64
11.09
7.88
10.32
10.44
11.93
10.12
9.29
9.07
11.22
8.33
9.21
8.21
9.91
8.59
10.69
7.34
11.16
9.56
11.25
10.19
9.17
10.01
11.54
3.00

According to the specification for the heavy load vehicle and for the overhead crane, the
following average times and standard deviations for operation are expected for comparison of
using the heavy load vehicle versus the current solution by using tractors:
 Transport time: Tt = 6 min, St = 0.5 min (for the heavy load vehicle);
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 Steel cassette loading/unloading time: Tl = 6 min, Sl = 0.8 min;
 Overhead crane operation time: TC = 9 min, SC = 2 min per 10.000 kg of SSBs.
The DES was implemented in Visual studio 2017 C# and tested on the Windows 10
operating system with an Intel Core i7-8700 3.2 GHz processor. Both scenarios were run for
10.000 iterations, which provided stable average results first at the arrival intensity presented
in Table I and again with a constantly available material at the input buffer in order QC to test
the maximal throughput performance of the system. The simulation results are given in Table
II and displayed in Fig. 3.
Table II: Simulation results.
Transport type

Arrival intensity

Heavy load vehicle
Tractor (current state)
Heavy load vehicle
Tractor
Heavy load vehicle
Tractor

λC, λR
λC, λR
λCMax, λR
λCMax, λR
λCMax, λRMax
λCMax, λRMax

Daily throughput
(103 kg)
692.23
692.25
1491.58
1376.74
2051.58
2044.15

Trips
14.06
28.17
29.68
62.72
25.16
53.22

Crane utilization
(%)
32.50
32.49
71.19
68.40
99.99
99.99

Figure 3: Graphical representation of simulation results.

At the normal production workload, the simulation revealed that the heavy load vehicle
outperforms the application of tractors by reducing the number of trips, while both solutions
manage to transport the complete amount of circular SSB profile to the product warehouse. At
an increased load of circular SSBs the automatic heavy load vehicle provides a better option
as there is no need for the driver to operate the overhead crane as well, which provides
additional delays. At maximal workload of both circular as well as rectangular SSBs the
overhead crane presents the bottleneck, which also has an impact on the buffer QW due to its
capacity for only 3 steel cassettes. Although the total throughput in this case is virtually the
same for both scenarios, this is due to the high arrival rate at QR.
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5. DISCUSSION
The methodology of the transition on more mature Industry 4.0 level is presented in
combination with a demonstration of the use of proper tools. In order to avoid resolving local
problems, which solutions can most likely not contribute to improving the performance of the
entire company, we have included maturity models. By using them, we localized undeveloped
area in company’s value chain that inhibits the progress of the whole system. In our case, we
used two models, the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index and the Digital Maturity Model 4.0. The use
of the second one was optional. Assessment with the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index revealed
that researched company is not digitally mature, at the same time it is also lacking in the field
of automation. In the second step, we measured digital maturity, which revealed the existence
of information islands. From knowing the characteristics of assessed maturity state and
analyse of mapping of business processes and their IT support, we discovered the biggest gap
between production and warehouse. In the current state, material flow on this connection
depends on the operator who assigns the work itself according to his vision of the current
priorities. The operator does not know the details of the output of the products from the
production, as well as the content of the planned shipments. For the transition to a higher level
of maturity, it is necessary to automate product movements and to establish a decision-making
system that will guide the automotive vehicle, in our case the heavy load vehicle, in such a
sequence that the travelled route would be the shortest. The capacity of each movement
should be maximally increased in direction to the maximum sustainable for the transport
route. A group of experts examined all possible technical, technological, and organizational
solutions and excluded the most appropriate in terms of available financial resources, the
dangerous working environment of extreme temperatures and the implementation of the
transport route. In this way, the input for testing with DES was provided. Based on results in
Table II, a number of trips are double in case of the tractor compared to the heavy load
vehicle, meanwhile, the throughput capacity and the overhead crane utilization stays almost
the same for both transportation devices. According to the results of simulation analysis, the
automatic heavy load vehicle outperforms the current transportation system in all three cases
of the arrival rate. As well, the automatic heavy load vehicle does not need an operator for
guiding the vehicle, which is good from the utilization point of view.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the level of the maturity index for the producer of steel bars by using models
known as Industry 4.0 Maturity Index and the Digital Maturity Model 4.0 have been analysed.
Assessment with the Industry 4.0 Maturity model revealed the relatively low level of the
maturity index and the opportunity to invest resources in the company’s intralogistics process.
For this reason, an automatic heavy load vehicle with a special steel cassette for carrying 50
tons of materials (SSBs) in one route has been used in our research study. In order to test the
utilization and the system performance of a heavy load vehicle, the discrete event simulation
has been applied. The logistics (i.e. availability of the overhead crane for loading and
unloading the vehicle, transport between the production site and the product warehouse) along
with technological process (throughput performance of the production plant) has been
analysed. Location of workstations and workplaces as well as loading/unloading places for
the transporter has been defined by the layout. According to the results of simulation analysis,
the automatic heavy load vehicle outperforms the current transportation system in all three
cases of the arrival rate. The general outcome of the proposed research study is connectedness
between the discrete event simulation and the maturity model. The simulation as an efficient
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tool is used to support managers in understanding the level of automation (maturity index)
that can be applied for increasing the efficiency in their production systems.
For the future work, we are planning to analyse the throughput performance of a heavy
load vehicle on a larger scale (transport between two production facilities). It would also be
interesting to investigate the energy efficiency of a heavy load vehicle and to use the method
of multi-objective optimization with an emphasis on throughput, cost and sustainability.
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